2017_P1C1 Daily Report

**Flight Campaign ID:** 2017_P1C1  
**FBO ID & City:** Bradford, PA (KBFD)  
**Domain:** Transit from D01 to D05  
**Sites Flown:** None  
**Days left in Domain:** N/A  
**Flight Hours:** 0.0  
**Hours until maintenance:** 17.98

**Date:** 2017-08-25  
**Report Author:** Ivana Vu  
**Pilots:** Justin Eddington, Randy Schneider  
**Flight Crew:** Ivana Vu  
**Ground/GPS:** Cameron Chapman (D01 GPS), Abe Morrison (D05 GPS)  
**Additional Personnel:** None

**GPS Instruments:**
None

**Summary:**
TOIL mechanics arrived in Bradford today and started the routine 125-hour aircraft maintenance phase. Crew will continue transiting to D05 as soon as the aircraft propeller is fixed.

**Issues/Concerns:**
- Replacement propeller is expected to arrive tomorrow
- Flight 2017082315 QAQC will be rerun when Hotel Kit is back online in D05

**Comments:**
- GPS 03 (BART) in D01 has been retrieved
- GPS 02 (STEI/TREE) in D05 is online
- Dave Gambino will arrive in D05 tonight

**Flight Collection Plan for August 26 2017**
No flights scheduled (125-hr Maintenance Phase & prop replacement)

**Flight Collection Plan for August 27 2017**
Continue transit to D05 (if maintenance complete)